
Book 5: The grove health science series

22 brain parts, paired, equals 11 body 
parts...

Plus or Minus are the paired brain parts...

To the Front in the BRAIN is the Minus 
part,

because the BACK of the Body is Female 
Dominant.

The left side of the Body is female 
dominant, So the RIGHT side of the brain 
is a 

MINUS element (or brain Part)...

See if you can match the brain parts to the 
body parts?



Hint: If each CELL has 4 components, a 
PLus, a Minus, & a PLus, & a Minus, but 

some are silent or non-dominant, & some 
speak which are Loud & Dominant...

Which parts are dominant in say...___---
the ???

Picture goes here*Figure One



Lymph Nodes should come BEFORE 
Lungs on the Grove Body Part Chart...

Lymph nodes are under the armpits & 
provide easy access to the lungs...Spray 

some Moss spray under your armpits & 
feel it seep into your Lung tissue in a good 

way...Moss spray has Citrus Zinc, Carbon 
Oil, Lavender Magnesium inside! Figure 

Two



So if the front of the brain part(say in the 
Parietal Lobe) is a Minus female part,

& the right side of the brain part(say the 
parietal Lobe) is another female brain part,

Then the LEFT side of the Lung at th 
BACK(from the back of the person on the 
left 



side), 

is a Female body part.

Then logically the left side of the Brain part 
(say still the Parietal Lobe) is a Plus Male 

brain part, so then the FRONT of the right 
lung should be a Male part (male 

dominant at the Front of the Male Body 
Part, the Lung)...

Furthermore the rest of the brain parts & 
body parts should line up accordingly...

LOL!

So now we have a way to distinguish 
which brain parts are female dominant & 



which body parts are male dominant! 
Figure Three

Figure Three shows a female, with, 
Parietal LOBE brain part dominance Minus 

Minus, designated by the yellow eggs, & 
how...

WHOOPS!!!



I am wrong I think...

If the front & right side of the Parietal Lobe 
is Minus Minus female, then that would 

make, the Back of the left Lung Minus, & 
then the Left side of the Left Lung Minus,

MEANING that the Left Lung would be 
ENTIRELY Minus female according to the 

Logic found in Book 3 of the Grove Health 
Science Series

 "Algae+Rhythm, Algae-Rhyme:Apt 
Surgical Rotation App"...

Which means then that Body Parts (or 



Organs) would be entirely Male or female 

depending on what side of the body they 
were on...

If logically there are 22 brain parts that pair 
to 11 body parts, but each body part has

 two sides, then there are logically also 
actually 22 body parts.

Book 4 deals mostly with curing Cancer 
but has some excellent things to say about

 handedness as well...

Now if everbody has two hearts, two 
lungs, two adrenal glands & so on, then 
the 

Female gallbladder would be on the left 
side near the back, & the Male Gallbladder



would be on the right side near the front...

Which would explain why most anatomical 
charts

("chats" in Boston accent-joke)

 are virtually incomprehensible to

 me , a female!

Because to me, my heart is on the Left 
side back, whereas my husband's heart, 

is on the right side front (Like he wears it 
on his sleeve, so. to. speak.-STS-
acronym)

So if a husband is having a hemmorrhagic 
heart event you need to apply pressure 



or touch him on his Right Side Front heart 
level...

If his wife is haveing an ischemic heart 
event, then you need Not to touch her on 
her 

Left side back at all...

Why? because hemorrhagic means 
bleeding out & missing Love, whilst, 
Ischemic 

means Overfed & needs Less Love...

Whoops again!

The Cloves in the DIY mammogram 
mammography, are screw-
like...Titaniums...Attaching themselves, 
Antagonizing the Aluminum Winterstone 



cement concrete...

Figure 4: If every mushroom cell, 
correction, if every cell looks like a 
mushroom, with a dome & a stem, or a 
head & a body, then the screw-like 
formation at the feet of the stem, at the 



base of the stem of the mushroom, forms 
when it encounters its opposite or 
antagonist or mate, however you want to 
put it...



Figure 5:heart: a cough is like a laugh...

Looking at the person's back side, the 
heart has 4 chambers...The brain, in the 
medulla Oblongata also has 4 chambers...

Note the positions are reversed & 
opposite, both...



They are attached by a twisty stem inside 
the neck, a neural tube

(inside the Kidneys, neurons are formed, 
but inside the heart stems & valves are 
formed)...

The stem & the Valve have an opposite 
twist, like the Fibonacci spiral...

A twist is stronger than a straight tube...

A twisty rope, a braided twisty rope or cord 
or string...

If you take a clove & put it near a piece of 
Winterstone cement, the two will attempt 
to bond.
 The clove forms a spiral at one end, while 
the head, the dome remains intact...



The Winterstone will form a crevasse, a 
crevice, in inverted screw-hole format...

A Valley of the Dolls so to speak-a twisty 
inverted valley with receptive screw 
shanks or threads...

A hole or black hole with inverted screw-
valley in snail shape spiral but inverted...

This is how you attack a piece of cement 
in the lung...Cement is Al Aluminum 
based, Clove(the organic spice-mine from 
Noah's Natural Foods), chewed then 
swallowed, shows up in the lung picture...

Hawthorn is a Potassium based spice that 
can be chewed or made into a tea or 
powdered(grinded)(grated) & eaten 
swallowed drunk.
  Hawthorn attacks or mates with Aurum 
Gold like Taurine powder or rabbits. 



Hawthorn should be found in celery or 
celeriac the root of the celery stalk.

Saint John's Wort is the top of the Anise 
plant & is a gum cleaning Copper like in 
Diet Coca-Cola but weaker & safer...

Essential oils can be put into carbonated 
water, oxygenated water, to make a bubbly 
soft drink...

Alcohol is just water, Hydrogen, but when 
it sits for a while it gets heavier, so, more 
Hydrogen. (so like H or H2 or like H3 or 
like H4).

H4 will attract more Oxygens, like 2 of 
them, because H2O is water, so maybe 4 
Hs gets 2 Oxygens.

So Hydrogen PerOxide is like baking soda 
plus vinegar which is a Zinc.



So Carbon(baking soda plus salt) + Zinc
(Vinegar) equals an Oxygen.

Salt is NaCl, which means salt + a chlorine 
which is Oxygen.

So chlorinated water is Hydrogen with 
Oxygen with Salt which is a lesser form of 
Mercury Hg & Silicon is somewhere in 
between, but all in the Mercury category 
on the Grove Body Part Chart.




